
BIODIVERSITY ONE SMALL STEP FOR MAN

Upon taking a "small step" onto the surface of the moon in , Neil Armstrong uttered what would become one of history's
most famous.

Sometimes the threats to biodiversity are the human impacts on natural ecosystem processes, such as changes
in the hydrology and fire regimes of the Everglades see the case study in chapter 3. Their success is due to
their diversity despite their similar appearance Rudolph  The loss of genetically distinct populations within
species is, at the moment, at least as important a problem as the loss of entire species. With such a scheme,
long-branch taxa have the greatest value. Hawaii's breeding species were fewer than eastern North America's
but were all endemic and had small ranges. Crop yields will be more difficult to maintain in the face of
climatic change, soil erosion, loss of dependable water supplies, decline of pollinators, and ever more serious
assaults by pests. Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington, D. A grassland, like any other environment, has
its own typical set of ecological processes, and these might be different qualitatively and quantitatively from
those in the nearby forest. Often several or many long-branch taxa occur in the same region Morrone and
others  Similarly, with respect to a given protected species, a related species that is more distinct genetically
would have greater value than one that is only slightly different. Listeners back on Earth heard, "That's one
small step for man, one giant leap for mankind. The vast majority of these are on the road to extinction,
because humanity is destroying habitats: paving them over, plowing them under, logging, overgrazing,
flooding, draining, or transporting exotic organisms into them while subjecting them to an assault by a great
variety of toxins and changing their climate. Unhappily for that notion, the riches of the sea have been quite
carefully measured Page 24 Share Cite Suggested Citation:"Part 1: Challenges to the Preservation of
Biodiversity. The various ways of measuring such diversity all arise from this insight: two adjacent
environments might both contain 10 species, but the number they share could range from 0 when beta
diversity is highest to 10 when beta diversity is lowestâ€”zero. Nonetheless, his classification retains its utility
as a broad guide to where to find plants and animals and where the boundaries between their distributions will
likely lie. With growing evidence of the economic importance of wildlands and protected areasâ€”and
growing understanding that the most economically valuable use of many of these regions is as
wildlandsâ€”the country is now seeking to enhance the economic benefits from the natural systems and to
establish mechanisms whereby the benefits can serve as incentives for conservation. By its very nature, biotic
exchange over long distances implies a lack of independence. On a much finer scale, the conspicuous zonation
of intertidal rocky shores provided the initial motivation for studying near-shore marine ecosystems Gilsen 
The three already living on the space station also were born long after the moon landings. The Convention on
Biological Diversity similarly defines biodiversity as the "variability among living organisms from all
sources''. And the bacteria that produce the tetanus toxin cannot reproduce in the presence of oxygen. Genetic
variation is the basis of local adaptations and of common phenomenon of gradual change in phenotype along a
geographic transect where the environment changes. One can use a generalized hierarchical approach, working
along a genealogical to phylogenetic continuum from genetically distinct sister populations to groups at
various taxonomic levels. You can unsubscribe at any time and we'll never share your details without your
permission. The extinction of subterranean organisms can destroy the fertility of the soil. They affect many
national interests: agriculture, industry, human health, and the protection of natural areas. Changes in that mix
such as increases in carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and methane can lead to rapid climate change and, in
turn, agricultural disaster. This change in species in a region is an important measure of diversity in its own
right. Ehrlich, A. That question confronts decision-makers in institutions as varied as government departments
responsible for protected areas and nongovernment organizations, such as The Nature Conservancy. The sole
living representatives of the monotremes, a long-branch taxon that is the sister-group of all other living
mammals. Such information might be used to identify a focus of active evolutionary diversification in the first
case and the survival of ancient lineages in the second. Biodiversity on the landscape scale involves more than
the mosaics that differ in composition such as forest versus grassland. New developments in the study of
molecular evolution and modern laboratory techniques make it possible to determine the degree or closeness
of relationships within and between populations Avise , ; Hillis and others  Across the extensive continuous
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range of the common mussel off the eastern coast of North America, despite its enormous reproductive output
and high rates of genetic exchange, populations are genetically differentiated over surprisingly small
distancesâ€”from a few meters to several kilometers Koehn and Hilbish  Extermination of the enemies of
insect pests a usual result of ad lib pesticide spraying can terminate the pest control services of an ecosystem
and often leads to severe pest outbreaks.


